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Old grudges, tribal traditions, and outside influences collide in 
NEVER NAME THE DEAD (Crooked Lane Books / November 
8, 2022 / $26.99) a debut novel from Kiowa author D.M. Rowell, 
perfect for fans of Winter Counts. 
    
No one called her Mud in Silicon Valley. There, she was Mae, a 
high-powered professional who had left her Kiowa roots behind a 
decade ago. But a cryptic voice message from her grandfather, 
James Sawpole, telling her to come home sounds so wrong that 
she catches the next plane to Oklahoma. She never expected to 
be plunged into a web of theft, betrayal, and murder. 
  
Mud discovers a tribe in disarray. Fracking is damaging their 
ancestral lands, Kiowa families are being forced to sell off their 
artifacts, and frackers have threatened to kill her grandfather 
over his water rights. When Mud and her cousin Denny discover 
her grandfather missing, accused of stealing the valuable 
Jefferson Peace medal from the tribe museum—and stumble 
across a body in his work room—Mud has no choice but to 
search for answers. 
  
Mud sets out into the Wildlife Refuge, determined to clear her 
grandfather's name and identify the killer. But Mud has no idea 
that she's about to embark on a vision quest that will involve 
deceit, greed, and a charging buffalo—or that a murderer is on 
her trail.
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NEVER NAME THE DEAD 
A NOVEL

D.M. Rowell (Koyh Mi O Boy Dah) Like her protagonist Mud, Rowell comes from a long line of 
Kiowa Storytellers. After a thirty-two-year career spinning stories for Silicon Valley startups and 
corporations with a few escapes creating award-winning independent documentaries, Rowell 
started a new chapter writing mysteries that share information about her Plains Indian tribe, the 
Kiowas. She enjoys life in California with her partner of thirty-seven years, their son and a feral 
gray cat.

Follow D.M. at: 
www.dmrowell.com 
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